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ABSTRACT
Modeling representative topological structures for experi-
mentation has proved to be a challenging task. Our personal
experience suggests most experimenters evaluate network-
ing and cyber security systems with small scale topologies,
signiﬁcantly limiting the scientiﬁc process and rigor in their
experiments. In this paper, we ﬁrst survey the current topol-
ogy tools and discuss how the affordances and constraints of
these tools inﬂuence how experimenters design their investi-
gations. We then present a topology manager that integrates
a suite of tools for topology generation, composition, and
validation, with an interactive and intuitive graphical inter-
face. These tools provide a collaborative environment where
experiments can document, share, and reuse topologies thus
building on their work and the work of other researchers.
We demonstrate how the tools can be used to develop two
non-trivial networking topological structures: an Internet2
topology and the combined Italian power grid and commu-
nication network topology.
1. INTRODUCTION
Networkingandcybersecurityresearchertypicallyattempt
to model the Internet in controlled and repeatable testbed-
based environments [6, 9]. Our experience suggests 95%
of DETERLab and Emulab testbed experiments are instanti-
ated with less than 10 nodes [17]. While small experiments
are more tractable and predictable, they signiﬁcantly limit
the scope and rigor of networking and cyber security evalua-
tions. Scaling testbed experiments requires signiﬁcant hu-
man effort for two reasons. First, the current testbed in-
terfaces are primarily designed around providing access to
computation resources, such as, computers and networking
substrates to interconnect the computers. They provide sim-
plistic tools for hand crafting topological structures. Thus
the burden is on the experimenter for constructing, validat-
ing, annotating, andprovidingembeddingguidelinesforlarge
scale topologies. These interfaces are not designed for doc-
umenting and sharing topologies. Second, the amount of
effort and sophistication required to support the experiment
increases signiﬁcantly with the scale and complexity of the
experiment. There are several recent efforts to develop spe-
cialized experiment management workbenches that will sup-
port control and repeatability of the experiment through the
design, execution, and analysis lifecycles [8, 4, 1].
In this paper we discuss the Montage topology manager
developed to support topology construction and sharing in
a collaborative testbed-based environment. Topology con-
struction is usually the ﬁrst step in the lifecycle of a testbed-
based networking and cyber security experiment. After a
topologyisconstructed, itneedstobeembeddedonthetestbed,
instrumentedwithtrafﬁcgenerationapplications, andorches-
trated with a workﬂow. Recent advances in technologies
such as federation and virtualization enable embedding large
scale topologies on testbeds [7, 18, 23]. The Montage topol-
ogy manager integrates a wide range of topology manage-
menttoolsintoantopologyconstructionandvalidationwork-
bench. The topological structure of a network is modeled as
a graph with nodes and edges.Each node can present a single
network entity such as a router, an end host, or a complex
network entity such as an autonomous system. The edges
represent connections between nodes. In addition to pro-
viding tools for generating and graphically manipulating the
topology, the Montage topology manager has two other im-
portant tools that promote collaboration and reuse.
First, it supports the composition of topologies from par-
tial models with horizontal and vertical composition tools.
These tools allow leveraging models and experiences accu-
mulatedbythescientiﬁccommunityovertime. Thehorizon-
tal composition tools create a composite topological model
by merging several partial models based on intersecting sets
of nodes or edges. For example, as shown in Figure 3, an
end-usernetworkmodelismergedwithacorenetworkmodel
to create a single topological model. The vertical composi-
tion tools create a composite topological model by coupling
twoormoredependentnetworksbasedondependenciesrep-
resented as edges. For example, as shown in Figure 4, a
SCADA logical controller network model is coupled with a
communication network model to create a layered topolog-
ical model by adding edges between the geographically co-
located nodes. We discuss composition tools and cataloging
tools in more detail in Section 4.
The second tool provides a validation mechanism to en-
sure that the topologies generated or composed meet the sen-
sibility and feasibility speciﬁcations as deﬁned by the ex-
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Figure 1: The current state of art in graphical topology
managers and tools to visualize and manipulate repre-
sentative Internet topologies
perimenter or the testbed. The sensibility and feasibility
speciﬁcation typically require analyzing the statistical and
structural properties of the topology. Additionally, in cer-
tain cases, it may also require inspecting the testbed-speciﬁc
embedding annotations to check if they have been satisﬁed.
For example, the experimenter may specify constraints on
particular sets of nodes requiring them to be embedded in
speciﬁc ways. We discuss both the design and implementa-
tion of the various tools in the Montage topology manager in
more detail in Section 5.
We believe tools such as the composition and the valida-
tion engine are key in promoting reuse and sharing of topol-
ogy models in experiments. The composition model enables
the experimenter to rapidly create variations and derivations
of topological structures and share them though the Montage
Catalog tool. These derived topological models can then be
used to evaluate the systems with corresponding variation on
the trafﬁc and workﬂow deﬁnitions. Also traditionally, topo-
logical structures are validated using visual inspection meth-
ods. The validation engine, based on statistical and struc-
tural metrics discussed in Section 5.4, provides a mechanism
to validate topological structures based on the speciﬁcation
provided by the experimenter or the testbed [22].
The contribution of this paper is a topology construction
manager that enables the construction and documentation
of representative topologies for networking and cyber secu-
rity experimentation in a collaborative testbed-based envi-
ronment. In Section 5.3 we present two case studies. First,
we illustrate how horizontal composition can be used to cre-
ateanAbeline–inspiredInternet2networktopologypresented
by Li et al. in SIGCOMM 2004 [15]. Second, we illustrate
how vertical composition can be used to compose the Ital-
ian power-grid network topology studied in several papers
including a paper in Nature 2010 [5].
2. TOOLS COMPARISON
This section discusses the Montage topology manager in
context with some of the existing topology managers and
tools. Speciﬁcally, the ns-3 topology editor [19], and the
Emulab and DETERLab NetBuild graphical interface [6, 9],
and the BRITE topology generator and graphical tools [16].
The tools are compared along the following dimensions; (a)
theinputandoutputformats; (b)thecapabilitiesofthetopol-
ogy editor; (c) support for composition of topologies; (d)
support for analysis; and (e) visualization support. Each
paragraph below introduces the topology tools and discusses
the above dimensions in detail.
ns-3 Topology Generator [19], is an open source graph-
ical tool for designing topologies for ns-3. Ns-3 is a wired
and wireless simulation and emulation platform for network-
ing experiments. The editor can import and export topology
models in an ns-3 speciﬁc topology format [14]. It allows
construction of both wired and wireless topologies by drag-
ging elements from the palette and dropping them onto the
editor canvas as seen in Figure 1(a). It does not have tools
to generate regular, random, or hierarchical graphs. Com-
position is not supported as only a single topology can be
imported at a time. There is no support for topology analy-
sis within the current tool. Visualization is limited to a single
layout that can be manipulated in the editor.
NetBuild GUI [6, 9], is a thin client web-based graphical
tool for designing topologies for the DETERLab and Emu-
lab testbeds. Once a topology is designed it can be directly
instantiated on the testbed. The graphical editor allows con-
struction of wired topologies by dragging node and switch
2Figure 2: The Montage topology Manager and tools
elements from the palette and dropping them onto the edi-
tor canvas as seen in Figure 1(b). Links can be created by
clicking on the ﬁrst and second node in sequence. Once an
element is on the canvas, the element can be annotated with
different characteristics. For example, the bandwidth and
delay values can be speciﬁed for each link and the type of
operating system and hardware requirements can be spec-
iﬁed for each node. When a topology is instantiated, the
requested resources are conﬁgured as per the hand crafted
topological structure. The editor does not support importing
existing topologies and manipulating them. The editor also
does not have the ability to generate,import, or merge differ-
ent topological structures. Visualization is limited to a single
ﬂat layout that can be manipulated in the editor.
BRITE GUI [20], is an open source framework for gener-
ating representative networking topologies. BRITE, stands
for Boston university Representative Internet Topology gEn-
ertator, and was originally developed more than a decade
ago in 2000-2001. BRITE has extensive support for generat-
ing graphs from a wide range of statistical models discussed
in detail in the next section. It has the ability to export a
topology in two main formats, a BRITE format and the ns-3
simulation format. Additionally there are scripts that allow
converting the topology into different testbed and emulation
topologylanguages. TheBRITEframeworkhastwotypesof
interfaces; a command line interface and a graphical user in-
terface. The graphical user interface provides a form–based
frontend to parameterize different models. It has the abil-
ity to hierarchically compose both statistical and empirical
models and expand them to a ﬁnal topological structure. It
has the ability to provide simple statistics on the ﬁnal topo-
logical structure. The BRITE framework has limited sup-
port for visualizing the resulting topological structures and
no support for interactively manipulating the topology. As
seen in Figure 1(c), a topology of 1000 nodes is not rendered
in a form that represents the underlying structure. Addition-
ally, there is no mechanism to manipulate the nodes. There
is no mechanism to textually and visually annotate the nodes
and hence severely limits the way the researcher can use this
framework.
Figure 2 displays a screenshot of the Montage Topology
Manager (abbreviated as MTM) and discusses a couple of
tools available within the framework. MTM signiﬁcantly ex-
tends the current state of art in generating and manipulating
representative topological structures in a collaborative envi-
ronment. Wediscussthemindetailinthefollowingsections.
3. TOPOLOGICAL STRUCTURES
In this section we describe three ways topological struc-
ture can be constructed for experimentation. The ﬁrst is
through algorithm based graph generation methods to create
regular and random structures. The second class of methods
are based on empirical measurements, and lasltly, topologies
can be constructed by merging two or more partial models.
3.1 Graph-based Models
There are three main categories of topological structures
that are generated from algorithmic models;
Regular graphs are often used in performance, reliability,
3andstabilitystudiesastheirstructuremakesthemtractable
and predictable. For example, the dumbbell topology
has been widely used to study TCP congestion con-
trol [13, 2]. Other examples include ring, trees, stars,
lines, meshes, and fully connected graphs. In Sec-
tion 5, we demonstrate how such topologies can be
generated with the Montage topology manager.
Flat Random graphs have been widely used to model inter-
networks both at the router level and at the autonomous
system (AS) level. The router level topologies cap-
ture the hop by hop path on the network, where as the
autonomous system level topologies captures a high
level abstraction, where only hops between different
domains, such a regional or administration domains, is
modeled. A wide range of statistical models have been
used to capture network structure. Examples include,
the Waxman model [24], ER graphs [10], power-law
models [11], and preferential connectivity models such
as Barabasi–Albert models [3].
All these random graph generation methods are vari-
ations of the same basic method. A set of node ver-
tices are distributed in a plane, and an edge is added
between each pair of vertices with some probability as
deﬁned by the model. In Section 5, we discuss how the
BRITE [16, 26] topology generators are extended to
support generating various random graphs that can be
visualized and manipulated within the Montage topol-
ogy manager.
Hierarchical graphs reproduce transit-stub, hub-spoke, or
tier-based structural properties of the Internet. For ex-
ample, the Transit-stub and the Tiers topology gener-
ators produce topologies that have well deﬁned multi-
level representative hierarchies [27, 12, 16]. There are
primarily two types of hierarchies. Top-down hierar-
chical topologies that ﬁrst deﬁne the AS-level topo-
logical structure and then each node in the AS-level
graph is resolved to a corresponding router-level topol-
ogy. Bottom-up hierarchical topologies that ﬁrst de-
ﬁne the router-level topology and then the routers are
segregated into disjoint groups of nodes. Each group
uniquelyrepresentsanautonomoussystem. Bothtypes
of hierarchies can be generated using the BRITE topol-
ogygeneratorthatisintegratedwiththeMontagetopol-
ogy manager [16].
3.2 Empirical Models
Whilegraph-basedmodelsparsimoniouslycapturethetopo-
logicalstructureinfewparameters, experimenterssometimes
needtoexperimentwithempiricalmodelsoftopologies. Em-
pirical or real–world topologies are typically identiﬁed and
measured at the AS-level, POP-level, router-level, or edge
network topologies. For example, each node in an AS-level
topologyrepresentsoneautonomoussystem(AS).TheMon-
tage Catalog has several Rocketfuel topologies that can be
imported, visualized, manipulated, ormergedwithothermod-
elstocreaterepresentativetopologiesforexperimentation[21].
4. TOPOLOGY COMPOSITION
TheInternetisalarge-scale, highlyengineered, andhighly
complex system. It is characterized by an enormous de-
gree of heterogeneity and undergoes continuos and signiﬁ-
cant changes over time. There have been several papers re-
cently that critically examine Internet topology models such
as the scale-free node degree distributions [15, 25].
We have developed a community-based collaborative en-
vironment in Montage that supports composing and validat-
ing topology models. A topology model can be constructed
from a series of partial models, each representing part of the
topological network structure that needs to be modeled for
the experiment. Each partial model may not meet the overall
speciﬁcation of the topological structure when considered
in isolation, however, when combined, they create repre-
sentative topological structures that can be used for system-
atic evaluations of networking and cyber security systems.
Hence this allows experimenters to iteratively build on their
own work as well as the work of others by augmenting and
extending such models.
We propose two types of composition methodologies.
Horizontal compositionwhereacompositetopologicalmodel
can be created by combining several individual partial
models. These partial models can be developed using
graphical-based methods discussed in Section 3.1 or
through empirical measurements as discussed in Sec-
tion3.2. Forexample, severalmeasurement-basededge
networksandenterprisenetworkmodelscanbemerged
with a mesh-based core network model to create a sin-
gle topological structure that can be used to evaluate
cyber security incidences in edge networks. Another
example, istheAbilene-basednetworkdepictedinFig-
ure 3, where the each vertex represents a router, each
edge represents a physical connection, and end-user
networks are shown as clouds [15]. Starting from this
abstract topology model, we want facilitate combining
models to create representative topological structural
details for each of the clouds.
Vertical composition where a composite topological model
is created by coupling two or more complete or par-
tial models of dependent networks. The dependen-
cies between the networks may be, for example, due to
shared communication channels, co-location, or other
shared resources . These partial models can be de-
veloped using graphical-based methods discussed in
Section 3.1 or through empirical measurements as dis-
cussed in Section 3.2. For example, Figure 4 models
a power blackout that affected almost all of Italy for a
12 hour period in 2003 [5]. The model is composed of
two complete network models, the Italian high-voltage
electrical transmission network (HVIET) and the high
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Figure 3: A router-level topology of the Abilene-
network [15]. The topological structure of the edge net-
works can be deﬁned by horizontal composition methods.
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Figure 4: Modeling a blackout in Italy in 2003. The net-
work topology is composed of two interdependent net-
works that are coupled together using vertical composi-
tion methods [5]. Reproduced with permission from Na-
ture Publishing Group
bandwidth blackbone of the communication network
(GARR) that links Italian universities and research in-
stitutions. The two models are geographically coupled
by adding edges to represent interconnectedness and
dependency relationships.
In Section 5, we discuss how such composite topologi-
cal models can be created using partial or complete network
models.
Figure 5: The Architecture of the Montage Topology
Manager
Figure 6: Modeling the Abilene-inspired topology using
horizontal composition in the Montage topology man-
ager
5. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
In this section we ﬁrst discuss our high-level goals for de-
veloping the Montage topology manager. We then discuss
the architecture and the implementation of the tools. We ﬁ-
nallyillustratehowthetoolscanbeusedtorealizecomposite
topologies.
5.1 Design Wish List
There are several topology generation tools available in
the networking community. Our goal is to integrate and de-
velop a wide range of topology management tools to create
a collaborative environment to construct large scale topolo-
gies for testbed-based experiments. Speciﬁcally, we wanted
to develop topology construction tools that have the follow-
ing properties:
 Interactiveness Provide an ability to construct non-
trivial topological models. In addition to hand craft-
ing topological models, we wanted to be able create a
wide range of variations and derivations of topological
models through graphical user interfaces. The interac-
5tions for the topology construction should be natural
for the experimenter and maximize the productivity of
the experimenter.
 FlexibilityProvideinterfacesthatsupportawiderange
of experimenter abilities, from a naive student to an
astute researcher.
 ExtensibilityProvidesawiderangeofexpressivetopol-
ogy generation models and provides an easy interface
to add new models as and when required. The graph
based topological structure should be easily extensi-
ble. For example, the topological models should be
allowed to grow in scale and complexity through an
iterative and repeatable process.
 Interoperability Provide tools that are interoperable
and can be used on a wide range of operating systems.
The topological models should be expressed in a wide
range of formats so that they can be instantiated on
different experimentation environments.
 Robustness Provide mechanisms to validate topology
models with analysis of the resulting topological struc-
ture through interactive and automated mechanisms.
Thevalidationmechanismshouldallowtestingforsen-
sibility and feasibility of the topological structure and
the variations and derivations.
In the sections below to discuss the architecture of the
topology manager, some of the individual tools and meth-
ods.
5.2 Architecture
As seen in Figure 2, Montage leverages the extensible
Eclipse-based plugin framework for constructing, deploy-
ing, and managing experiments. The main components in
the Montage topology manager are: tools for importing, ex-
porting, and cataloging topologies, graph-based topologi-
cal models and extensions to existing topology generators,
methods and algorithms for horizontal and vertical composi-
tion, validation mechanisms for topologies. We discuss each
of these in detail below.
The speciﬁc details regarding how the topology is gen-
erated are dependent on the generation models discussed in
Section 3 , however, we can broadly deﬁne the topology con-
struction workﬂow as a four phase process:
1. Construct a topology either by hand-crafting it, using
the available topology generators, or through composi-
tion of partial models.
2. Document and annotate the topology with visual and
experimentationspeciﬁcinformation. Forexample, large
scale topologies may require additional information so
that they can be correctly partitioned for emulation or
testbed-based experimentation.
3. Validate the resulting topological model based on sen-
sibility and feasibility speciﬁcations and constraints.
4. Export the topology in a speciﬁc format in the catalog
or of instantiation on the testbed.
Thisworkﬂowconceptuallyreﬂectswhatoccurswhentopo-
logical structures are created for experimentation. A speciﬁc
experimentation workﬂow may have a different ordering of
the above steps or may perform several of the steps multiple
times to iterate and generate the ﬁnal topological structure.
In the following sections, we discuss these steps in the con-
text of particular methods and mechanisms provided in the
Montage topology manager.
5.2.1 Topology Editor
The topology editor is the primarily interface between the
experimenter and the topology generation tools. The editor
provides a range of tools that allow the experimenter to con-
struct topological graphs models from scratch using boxes
and links or create derivations of the models through im-
porting and manipulations.
The editor provides a wide range of expressive topology
generation models for both regular and random graphs. The
topology editor tools and menus can be extended easily to
addnewgenerationmodelsasrequired. Additionally, Eclipse-
based tools and mechanisms allow maintaining local histo-
ries of the topology ﬁles such that changes can be easily re-
verted if required. The editor is also tightly integrated with
a range of version control systems.
Topology composition is supported in two primary modes
in the editor. First, the experimenter can choose two or
more topology ﬁles to merge them interactively in the editor.
The editor also allows the experimenter to deﬁne merging
constraints based on node–name mappings. The constraints
can be applied on one or more partial topology structures to
merge them to create a composite topological structure.
5.2.2 Import and Export
The topology editor can import topologies that are gen-
erated by other topology generators in four main formats;
as an adjacency matrix, as an edge list, in ns-2 format, and
the TopDL format. The TopDL is topology description lan-
guage developed for federation services at DETERLab and
allow topologies to span across several different physical
testbeds [23]. Once the topology has been developed it can
be exported in all the above listed formats. The ﬁrst two
formats encode only connectivity information about the net-
work graph. The last two formats can encode visual and
textual annotations in addition to the connectivity informa-
tion.
Visual annotations allow the elements to be encoded with
color and shape attributes. A vertex or an edge can be anno-
tated with a particular size, shape, edge width, or color.
Additionally, theMontagetopologymanagerhasadiverse
setoftopologymodelsinagit-basedCatalog.Figure8shows
6Figure7: ModelingtheItalyblackouttopologyusingver-
tical composition in the Montage topology Manager
a screen shot of the the Montage topology Catalog. Each
topology entry has three main pieces of information: an icon
that captures the topological layout, the descriptor annota-
tions that summarize the statistical and analytical properties
of the topology, and the meta-data annotations that include
authorshipandusagehistoryinformation. Thedescriptoran-
notations include information such as the number of nodes,
the number of links, and the minimum number of hops be-
tween any two nodes in the topology. The meta-data anno-
tations include information such as the name of the contrib-
utor, the date, the number of times the topology was down-
loaded, and possibly a ranking of the contributor. The Mon-
tage topology manager has tools and scripts that allow ex-
tracting and deﬁning the descriptor and meta-data informa-
tion. The catalog can be searched used on the annotations
and the meta-data.
5.3 Composition
Thecompositionmechanismcancreatecompositetopolo-
giesfrompartialmodelswithhorizontalandverticalcompo-
sition. The horizontal composition tools creates a composite
topological model by merging several partial models based
on intersecting sets of nodes or edges. We consider two
different types of constraints: syntactic and semantic con-
straints. (a) Syntactical constraints support merging based
on string matching. For example, node named IXC2011 and
node named POP2011 are identical in the two topology frag-
ments. The composite topology model will merge the two
fragments by overlapping that node and adjusting the edges.
The annotations are preserved from the primary fragment
in case of conﬂicts. (b) Semantic constraints support merge
based on inherent model properties. For example, the partial
model named AS100, is a core autonomous system imply-
ing its nodes should not be leaf nodes. This type of merg-
ing considers annotations applied to the whole fragment as
compared to individual elements. Currently, the topology
manager supports merging of fragments based on syntactic
constraints. We are currently exploring the various semantic
constraints that are representative of networking and cyber
security topology models and will be implementing them as
future work. Figure 6 illustrates how horizontal composition
tools can be used in the Montage topology manager to create
an Abilene-inspired network topology presented by Li et al.
in SIGCOMM 2004 [15].
The vertical composition tools create a composite topo-
logical model by coupling two or more networks based on
dependencies represented as edges. The dependencies be-
tween the networks may be due to, for example, share com-
munication channels, co-location, or other shared resources.
Currently, the vertical composition tool supports two modes:
(a) manual composition, where edges are manually inserted
between the two partial models, or (b) probabilistic compo-
sition, where edges are inserted between a particular node in
the primary partial model and all nodes in the other partial
models based on a speciﬁed value p. In the future, we will
explore other types of vertical composition modes. Figure 7
illustrates how vertical composition tools can be used in the
Montage topology manager to couple a SCADA logical con-
troller network model depicted with green squares, with a
a communication network model, depicted with red circles.
It creates a layered topological model by adding edges be-
tween the geographically co-located nodes. The composite
model is a representation of the Italian power-grid network
topology studied in several papers including a paper in Na-
ture 2010 [5].
5.4 Validation
The validation mechanism can be used to ensure that the
topologies generated and composed meet the sensibility and
feasibility speciﬁcations as deﬁned by the experimenter or
the testbed. This step is recommended and important in the
workﬂow of topology construction for several reasons. (a)
Manipulations, such as composition, variations, and deriva-
tionofthetopologicalstructuremayalterstatisticalandstruc-
tural properties that may not be representative or realistic for
typical networks. (b) Topological structure generated may
not directly work on the testbed due to the limited availabil-
ity or conﬁgurations of the physical resources. (c) Further,
as the scale and complexity of the topology increases, the
properties may no longer be visually apparent or tractable.
The sensibility and feasibility speciﬁcation typically re-
quire analyzing the statistical and structural properties of
the topology. The statistical properties include cardinality
measures, node degree rank and frequency measures. The
structural properties report the path length distribution in the
7Figure 8: The Catalog tool allows browsing and searching through a large collection of topologies that can be directly
imported into the editor
topology.
We consider two different types of cardinalities: absolute
and relative. (a) absolute cardinality measures the number
of elements in a set. For example, the total number of nodes
or vertices in a topology or the total number of leaf nodes
in a topology. (b) relative cardinality measures the ratio of
elements in one set as compared to another set. For example,
the ratio of high bandwidth links to low bandwidth links.
Additionally, the topology manager has tools to report the
node degree rank, the node degree frequency, and the path
length distribution. Currently, the validation speciﬁcation
allow deﬁning and testing of absolute cardinalities.
In certain cases, the validation tool may also require in-
spectingthetestbed-speciﬁcembeddingannotationstocheck
if they have been satisﬁed. The experimenter may specify
annotations on sets of nodes requiring them to be embedded
in speciﬁc ways. For example, the number and bandwidth of
available network interfaces on a physical node in a testbed
limit the node degree that can be supported in a topology.
Typically, such constraints do not exist for simulation-based
topologies.
6. CONCLUSION
Networking and cyber security research requires collabo-
rative environments that allow developing non-trivial topo-
logical structures for rigorous scientiﬁc evaluations. In this
paperwepresentedtheMontagetopologymanagementtools
that provide extensive support for interactive and intuitive
topology generation, composition, and validation. These
toolsenabletheexperimentertodeveloplargescaleandcom-
plex topological structures and promote documenting, shar-
ing and reuse of topologies. We hope that new research
directions will guide the development of the topology tool
suite and the future releases will incorporate topology gen-
eration tools and workﬂows from other researcher in the net-
working and cyber security community.
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